Here’s What These Satisfied Customers Say
About RejeX

Nothing Sticks but the Shine™

Unmatched Protection
“After a month of building up road crud, the side of the [car] treated with RejeX
came clean with one swipe of the sponge, but the other side needed a lot more
scrubbing. Brake dust washed off the RejeX-side wheels with plain water.”
CAR and DRIVER Magazine
Nice Deep Shine
“I use it on my motorcycle helmets, the painted surfaces on the motorcycle and
also the clear plastic visor and windscreen. It leaves a very smooth surface
feel.... unlike any other polish I’ve ever used. It leaves a very nice shine and
seems to deepen the colors.”
webBikeWorld
Superior Durability
“ I could not believe my eyes this weekend when I washed my car after four
months of winter filth and salt. The paint is perfect and water beads better
than a fresh wax job! Truly unbelievable. I’m telling everyone I can about your
product.”
Andy Steinman, Columbus, OH
What All the Best Dressed Automobiles are Wearing
“RejeX is great! Just wanted to mention that RejeX works like a charm. In the
nine months that I’ve owned my car, I have yet to have to wash it. I just wipe it
down once a week with detail spray and it’s good as new. RejeX is a very good
product and I’ve let people know.”
Kirby Fong, San Francisco, CA
Award Winning Shine
“RejeX makes the metal flake on our show boat look so good – the colors are
deeper and the reflections are brighter than anything I’ve ever seen before.”
George Mayer, Plano, TX
MasterCraft 35th Anniversary Homecoming Reunion
First Place in Class Mid American Region Best of Show
First Place in Class, and First Place Tow Rig

Stays Clean
“What makes RejeX stand out from other polishes is not just its ability to keep
the boat cleaner longer, but the fact that it works on just about every nonporous surface.”
Southern Boating

For more information about RejeX and other great products designed
to help win the fight against Mother Nature, visit our website:
www.corrosionx.com
GLEAM MARKETING SERVICES PTE. LTD.
150 MacPherson Road #05-05 Science Arts Building,
Singapore 348524 Tel: 6842 5535 • Fax: 6842 3880
Email: gleam@singnet.com.sg

High Gloss Finish that Protects
Eliminates Waxing and Polishing

The US Air Force tested RejeX on UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters.
The following photos were taken after 80 hours of flying time and
many washes. See the striking difference on the side of the fuselage
protected by RejeX.

Provides Space Age Protection and
Keeps a Deep Shine on Car, Truck, Boat,
Motorcylce and Aircraft
RejeX is an advanced polymer treatment that seals painted surfaces,
metal, gel coats, glass and acrylic to prevent environmental damage
to vehicle finishes. It is not just a wax or a polish. RejeX forms a slick,
long-lasting barrier to protect the vehicle surface against acidic bird
droppings, exhaust stains, grease, tar and other dirt and grime while
providing a deep, lustrous shine.
It is safe to use RejeX on glass, acrylic, fiberglass, glossy plastics,
vinyl graphics and clear plastic protective films. Each treatment can
last up to six months or longer. A bottle of RejeX is sufficient to treat
approximately 3 to 5 cars.
Originally developed for the aerospace industry for use on airplane
surface and windshield, the non-abrasive RejeX can also be used
on glass windows and acrylic windshields to help repel rain. When
used on tyre rims, it makes cleaning of break dust easy and leaves
a shine on the metal.
RejeX does not contain free silicone oils found in some other products that are known to contaminate paint and cause problems when
repainting. If a RejeX-treated surface needs repainting, normal paint
preparation is all that’s required.

UH-60 left side exhaust track
unprotected

UH-60 left side exhaust track
protected

And it is Easy to Use and Saves Time
To get a mirror-like finish that will last for months, just apply a thin film
of RejeX with a soft, clean cloth on the surface, let it dry to a haze in
about 20 minutes, and finally wipe it off effortlessly with another soft
cloth. For best results, allow it to cure for 8-12 hours out of the elements (such as rain and direct sunlight).
It’s that easy! No extensive rubbing or buffing is required. Protecting
your vehicle with RejeX will save countless hours of cleaning and
scrubbing. Most stains and grime won’t stick and usually come off
with just a stream of water or a wet cloth.
With RejeX, there is no need for polish or wax on paint that is in good
condition.
Be sure that the surfaces to be treated are clean, dry, and cool to the
touch. Do not apply in direct sunlight or in temperatures greater than
29 degrees Celsius. RejeX may be used on top of other waxes or
polishes. However, for maximum durability apply the product directly
to the surface being treated. The abrasives found in most polishes
will remove the RejeX protection.

GUARANTEE

If you’re not convinced that it does everything we say,
we’ll give you your money back.
NO IFs, ANDs OR BUTs!

